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ABSTRACT

An indispensable pre-processing step for image-based 3D re-
construction or photogrammetry tasks is undistortion, which
is employed for correcting the non-linear projection of the
surface points of objects onto the image plane due to lens dis-
tortion. To deal with this undesirable artifact, state-of-the-art
methods focus on directly recovering the 2D coordinates of
image points from distorted images, where a mapping func-
tion rather than the real undistortion model is obtained. Con-
trary to the standard undistortion, we explicitly consider the
imaging process of a finite projective camera: the projection
of a 3D point onto the image plane is determined not only by
the lens, but also by the intrinsic parameters of the camera.
After an appropriate transformation of the intrinsic matrix for
parameter reduction, it is shown that an exact recovery of the
real undistorted coordinates can be achieved for most of the
commonly used undistortion functions. Interestingly, a simul-
taneous estimation of the two intrinsic parameters, aspect ra-
tio a and skew factor s, is also embedded in the undistortion
process, which demonstrates the underestimated power of im-
age undistortion in a conventional way. As a benefit of consid-
ering the physical model instead of fitting a mapping function,
improved undistortion performance can be achieved.

Index Terms— Image undistortion, lens distortion, in-
trinsic parameters, self-calibration

1. INTRODUCTION

Following Heikkila and Zhang’s methods [1, 2], the distor-
tion model and the intrinsic parameters of a finite projective
camera can be precisely estimated using well-designed cal-
ibration patterns. However, for the cases of structure from
motion and camera self-calibration, or any applications where
a pattern-based calibration is infeasible, the determination of
unknown camera parameters becomes very challenging. In a
typical procedure of camera self-calibration, a projective re-
construction of 3D points can be obtained using distortion-
free point correspondences and the factorization algorithm by
Sturm and Triggs [3]. Then, a metric update of the recon-
struction and the estimation of the intrinsic parameters are
conducted in a simultaneous [4] or a stratified [5] manner.
Obviously, image undistortion is a necessary prerequisite for

a successful self-calibration.
In general, corresponding image points in multiple views

are only constrained by epipolar geometry in terms of epipo-
lar lines or epipolar curves. Using the derived epipolar [6] and
trilinear [7] constraints, diverse undistortion methods [8, 9,
10, 11] were proposed for obtaining the sought mapping func-
tion between the original and the distortion-free image coor-
dinates. Apart from the general point correspondences, some
specific entities may provide alternative methods. Straight
lines are the most used objects amongst such entities and well-
established methods [12, 13, 14, 15, 16] relying on straight
line constraints can be found in literature.

Rather than fitting a mapping function between the ob-
served and the desired image coordinates in a conventional
way, we explicitly investigate the entire imaging process and
conduct a simultaneous estimation of undistortion parameters
and relevant intrinsic parameters. Proofs for an exact recovery
of the real undistorted coordinates are also provided, which
are usually omitted in literature. As a result of using our pro-
posed method, it is possible to exploit the full power of im-
age undistortion, which has been underestimated until now. It
should be emphasized that, due to the fact of an explicit mod-
elling, improved undistortion performance can be obtained in
practice. For the reader’s convenience, the remainder of this
paper is organized as follows: we first review some state-of-
the-art models and give a new formulation of the undistortion
problem in Sec. 2. Then the procedure of parameter estima-
tion and proofs for the exactly recovered image coordinates
are presented in Sec. 3. After demonstrating the performance
of our proposed method with experimental results in Sec. 4,
general conclusions are drawn in Sec. 5.

2. UNDISTORTION MODELS

If not stated otherwise, MATRICES with variables are pre-
sented in bold italic uppercase symbols. Bold italic lower-
case symbols are used for vectors with variables. Scalar vari-
ables are written as normal italic symbols. The vector xi =
[xi, yi, 1]T denotes homogeneous image coordinates with the
subscript i, while the vector xn = [xn, yn, 1]T is used for
normalized camera coordinates with the subscript n. The dis-
tortion and undistortion functions are denoted by L(·) and
L−1(·), respectively. Moreover, the distorted and undistorted



coordinates are distinguished in their subscripts d and u.

2.1. Conventional models

Starting from the general distortion function, the distorted im-
age coordinates xid are written as functions of the distortion-
free image coordinates xiu: xid = Li(xiu,oi), where oi =
[oxi , o

y
i , 1]T are the coordinates of the distortion center in im-

ages. As a matter of computational convenience, the inverse
function L−1i (·) is preferred over Li(·), so that xiu are com-
puted as functions of xid and undistortion parameters: xiu =
L−1i (xid,oi).

Zhang employed polynomial functions (PF) with radial
fraction and decentering fraction for undistortion. This poly-
nomial undistortion model (PUM) [8] is most commonly used
in practice and is written as[
xiu
yiu

]
=

[
xid
yid

]
+

[
x̃(k1r

2 + k2r
4 + k3r

6 + · · · )
ỹ(k1r

2 + k2r
4 + k3r

6 + · · · )

]
︸ ︷︷ ︸

radial

+

[
(p1(r2 + 2x̃2) + 2p2x̃ỹ)(1 + p3r

2 + · · · )
(p2(r2 + 2ỹ2) + 2p1x̃ỹ)(1 + p3r

2 + · · · )

]
,︸ ︷︷ ︸

decentering

(1)

where x̃ = xid − oxi , ỹ = yid − oyi and r2 = x̃2 + ỹ2.
To solve the undistortion problem with a low time budget,

Fitzgibbon introduced a division function (DF)-based undis-
tortion model (DUM) [10] with one single parameter λ:[

xiu
yiu

]
=

[
x̃
ỹ

]
· 1

1 + λr2
+

[
oxi
oyi

]
. (2)

For dealing with general lens distortion, the rational func-
tion (RF)-based undistortion model (RUM) [11] was intro-
duced. By lifting xid into a six dimensional space χid =
[x2id, xidyid, y

2
id, xid, yid, 1]T , there is a linear mapping

xiu ∼Miχid, (3)

where Mi is a 3 × 6 mapping matrix and ∼ denotes the
equality up to a non-zero scale factor. Using RUM, it is
straightforward to recover epipolar curves in distorted images
as χT

idM
T
i F

TMi, where F is the fundamental matrix.

2.2. A new model formulation

In this paper, we only consider finite projective cameras [17],
which yield a projective mapping from the 3D world to
2D image coordinates. Moreover, our undistortion function
L−1n (·) is defined in normalized camera coordinates rather
than in image coordinates, which is essentially different to
the conventional methods. For a better understanding, we
use L−1n (·) and L−1i (·) to denote undistortion functions de-
fined in different coordinates. Especially, L−1n (·) and L−1i (·)
may be defined in the same form, e.g. PF, DF or RF, but

refer to different undistortion models. The relation between
the homogeneous image coordinates xid and the normalized
camera coordinates xnd = Ln(xnu,on) is

xid =

f sf p
0 af q
0 0 1

xnd = Kxnd = KLn(xnu,on),

whereK is the camera calibration matrix with all intrinsic pa-
rameters: f , a, s, p and q. Obviously, the sought undistorted
image coordinates xiu are computed as follows

xiu = KL−1n (xnd,on) = KL−1n (K−1xid,on). (4)

Before conducting any model fitting using Eq. (4), a re-
duction of the parameter space is required for avoiding am-
biguous solutions. Let x̃nd = [(xnd− oxn)f, (ynd− oyn)f, 1]T

for PF and DF, then Eq. (4) can be rewritten as

xiu = K̃L̃−1n (x̃nd) = K̃L̃−1n (K̃−1xid), (5)

where

K̃ =

1 s p̃
0 a q̃
0 0 1

 =

1 s p+ (oxn + oyns)f
0 a q + oynaf
0 0 1

 . (6)

Correspondingly, the undistortion parameters of PF and DF
are also rescaled. For instance, k1, p1 and λ become (k1/f

2),
(p1/f) and (λ/f2), respectively.

3. PROPOSED UNDISTORTION

Following the well-known epipolar constraint [6] and consid-
ering Eq. (5) for the distortion-free image coordinates xiu and
x′iu of a 3D point in two views, we have

x′TiuFxiu =x′TiuK̃
−T K̃TFK̃K̃−1xiu = x̃′TnuF̃ x̃nu

=(L̃−1n (K̃−1x′id))T F̃ L̃−1n (K̃−1xid) = 0,
(7)

where F is the fundamental matrix between two views and
F̃ = K̃TFK̃. However, the distortion-free image coordi-
nates and the fundamental matrix are all unknown. As a re-
sult, there could be ambiguous solutions for the sought pa-
rameters since Eq. (7) can be transformed into

(L̃−1n (K̃−1x′id))T F̃ L̃−1n (K̃−1xid) = x̃′TnuF̃ x̃nu

=x̃′TnuH
′TH ′−T F̃H−1Hx̃nu = x̃′TnuH

′T F̂Hx̃nu

=(L̂
−1
n (K̂−1x′id))T F̂ L̂

−1
n (K̂−1xid) = 0,

(8)

where H and H ′ are invertible 3 × 3 homographies. If any
solution is available according to Eq. (7), in fact, as demon-
strated in Eq. (8), L̂

−1
n (·) and K̂ can be obtained. To inves-

tigate the relationship between the desired and the obtained
solution, two further equations are derived from Eq. (8):

HL̃−1n (K̃−1xid) = L̂
−1
n (K̂−1xid), (9)

H ′L̃−1n (K̃−1x′id) = L̂
−1
n (K̂−1x′id). (10)



Ideally, we would like to achieve an exact recovery of the
distortion-free image coordinates and a simultaneous estima-
tion of K̃ with intrinsic parameters. It is then of our greatest
interest to see if this is feasible. Since the observed image
coordinates xid and x′id are arbitrary for general camera mo-
tions, thus the two equations Eq. (9) and (10) are equivalent
and we only consider Eq. (9) for further analysis.

For the purpose of simplifying Eq. (9), K̃−1xid and
K̂−1xid are substituted with x̃nd and x̂nd, respectively.
Eq. (9) can now be rewritten as

HL̃−1n (x̃nd) = L̂
−1
n (x̂nd) = L̂

−1
n (K̄x̃nd), (11)

where

K̄ =K̂−1K̃ = (

1 ŝ p̂
0 â q̂
0 0 1

)−1K̃ =

1 s̄ p̄
0 ā q̄
0 0 1

 (12)

andH = [h1,h2,h3]T with row vectors hT
1 , hT

2 , hT
3 .

3.1. Recovering L̃−1n (·) and K̃

Depending on the employed undistortion functions, the recov-
ery of L̃−1n (·) and K̃ would in general be different. For this
reason, we give an analysis on each of the commonly used
undistortion functions: PF, DF and RF.

3.1.1. Polynomial function-based undistortion

Polynomial functions of different orders are most commonly
used for the undistortion purpose. Aiming at a hierarchical
analysis for different orders, we first begin with the basic form
only using the k1-term in Eq. (1):

x̃nu =

x̃nuỹnu
1

 = L̃−1n (x̃nd) =

x̃nd(1 + k̃1r̃
2)

ỹnd(1 + k̃1r̃
2)

1

 , (13)

where r̃2 = x̃2nd + ỹ2nd. Since the last entry of x̃nu remains 1
for any image points: hT

3 x̃nu = 1, the third row vector of H
is determined and hT

3 = [0, 0, 1]. Substituting Eq. (12) and
(13) into Eq. (11), we have entries in the vectorHL̃−1n (x̃nd)
as linear combinations of x̃3nd, x̃2ndỹnd, x̃ndỹ2nd, ỹ3nd, x̃nd, ỹnd
and 1, while the entries in the vector L̂

−1
n (K̄x̃nd) contain

further terms x̃2nd, x̃ndỹnd and ỹ2nd introduced by the trans-
formed coordinates K̄x̃nd. Due to the equality in Eq. (11)
for arbitrary image points, the coefficients of x̃2nd, x̃ndỹnd
and ỹ2nd must be zeros, which gives solutions for p̄ and q̄ with
p̄ = 0 and q̄ = 0. The remaining unknown parameters ā,
s̄, hT

1 and hT
2 are also solved by forcing the equality of cor-

responding coefficients for terms x̃3nd, x̃2ndỹnd, x̃ndỹ2nd, ỹ3nd,
x̃nd, ỹnd and 1. Finally, we have

L̃−1n (·) = L̂
−1
n (·), K̄ = H =

1 0 0
0 ±1 0
0 0 1

 . (14)

It is interesting to see that the second entry on the main diag-
onals of K̄ andH can also be−1. This is the case if we have
â = −a, which inverts the y-coordinate of x̃nd. To correct
the solution if a negative value is obtained for â, only the sign
needs to be inverted for recovering L̃−1n (·) and K̃.

The basic form of PF in Eq. (13) can be further extended
using additional terms given by p̃1 and p̃2 for correcting the
decentering distortion. According to Eq. (1), x̃2nd, x̃ndỹnd and

ỹ2nd are also involved in the vector HL̃−1n (x̃nd). This leads

to multiple solutions for L̂
−1
n (·) and K̄. Even after discard-

ing complex-valued solutions and inverting the sign of â if
necessary, there still exists an ambiguity in p̂1, p̂2, p̄ and q̄.

The standard form of PF is defined by k̃1, k̃2, k̃3, p̃1 and
p̃2. In this case, p̄ and q̄ are forced to be zeros again as the
terms x̃6nd, x̃5ndỹnd, ..., ỹ6nd, x̃4nd, x̃3ndỹnd, ... ỹ4nd are miss-

ing in HL̃−1n (x̃nd). By solving the equations on coefficients
of corresponding terms in Eq. (11), we can achieve the same
results as in Eq. (14) and therefore recover L̃−1n (·) and K̃.
However, k̃2 and k̃3 are usually insignificant, which weak-
ens the constraints on p̄ and q̄. To avoid possible instability in
estimating these two variables, it is a good practice to discard-
ing the decentering fraction in PF and compensate variations
from the true model by alternating a and s.

3.1.2. Division function-based undistortion

Recalling DF defined in Eq. (2) and combining it with
Eq. (11), there ishT

1

hT
2

hT
3

 x̃nd
ỹnd

d̃(x̃nd)

 d̂(x̂nd) =

 x̂nd
ŷnd

d̂(x̂nd)

 d̃(x̃nd), (15)

where d̃(x̃nd) = 1 + λ̃r̃2 and d̂(x̂nd) = 1 + λ̂r̂2. Given an
arbitrary x̃nd, all parameters are solved in a similar way as
for the PF-based undistortion model and the same results as
in Eq. (14) are obtained.

3.1.3. Rational function-based undistortion

The corresponding lifted vector χnd after the coordinates
transformation xnd = K−1xid can be written as χnd =
B−1χid, where B is a 6 × 6 invertible matrix. Following
Eq. (3), we define RF for the normalized camera coordinates:

xiu ∼KMnB
−1χid = M ′χid, (16)

where M ′ = KMnB
−1. As demonstrated in Eq. (16), it is

generally infeasible to recover Mn and K for the RF-based
undistortion model.

3.2. A practical algorithm

So far, the process for solving unknown parameters of L̃−1n (·)
and K̃ relies on Eq. (7). However, this is a weak constraint



since some extreme parameter settings can also significantly
reduce the related error, for instance a large value for a in
K̃. To this end, we suggest a practical undistortion algorithm
inspired by Fitzgibbon’s work [10]:

Algorithm 1 Solving image undistortion parameters
Require: correspondences xid, x′id across multiple views

Ensure: L̃−1n (·) and K̃
1: Move the origin to the image center and normalize points

so that their mean squared distance to the origin equals 1
2: Initialize K̂ with â = 1, ŝ = p̂ = q̂ = 0

3: Initialize L̂
−1
n (·) using conventional method

4: for N iterations
5: Undistort xid, x′id using current L̂

−1
n (·), K̂

6: Estimate F̂ using current x̂nu, x̂′nu
7: Obtain x̂c

nu, x̂c′
nu using Hartley-Sturm correction [18]

8: Minimize ||xid−K̂L̂n(x̂c
nu)||2+||x′id−K̂L̂n(x̂c′

nu)||2
9: if error converged then terminate

10: Recover L̃−1n (·), K̃ from L̂
−1
n (·), K̂

11: Restore L̃−1n (·), K̃ w.r.t. the conducted transformation

4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

To assess the performance of the proposed image undistor-
tion in comparison to conventional methods, a comprehen-
sive evaluation was conducted. In this section, the most rele-
vant experimental results are presented to highlight the key
aspects. For the purpose of obtaining the absolute ground
truth, a real camera model acquired using a standard off-line
calibration approach was employed for generating synthetic
image sequences with known point correspondences. We also
alternated the parameters of the employed camera model for
investigating the behaviour of undistortion functions on dif-
ferent parameter settings. It should be emphasized that all
evaluation results were obtained on fitting data-independent
grid points evenly distributed in images, while the fitting error
for point correspondences usually used in literature is unable
to distinguish a good estimate from an overfitting.

PF and DF-based undistortion models were considered in
our experiments. The corresponding undistortion results for
two different lens distortion settings are illustrated in Fig. 1.
For quantifying the performance, the root-mean-square error
(RMSE) of undistorted grid points is computed. As stated
in Sec. 3.1.1, PF with omitted p1 and p2-terms might pro-
vide more reliable undistortion performance. Therefore, we
used PF with and without these two terms for the proposed
method, which are denoted by PFM and PFM∗, respectively.
It is notable that DF was unable to provide comparable re-
sults to PF for significant k2, which indicates the limitation of
DF [19]. Consequently, the proposed DFM initialized using
the conventional method could not achieve an accurate mod-
elling of the camera and resulted in overfittings. Otherwise,

(a) k1 = −0.19, k2 = 0 (b) k1 = −0.19, k2 = 0.24

Fig. 1. A standard polynomial distortion function Ln(·) with
terms of k1, k2, k3, p1 and p2 was used for the real camera
model. For each parameter setting, 50 image sequences were
generated with Gaussian noise of σ = 0.5 pixel.

the proposed undistortion significantly outperforms conven-
tional methods, except for the case of two views only. This
is reasonable since arbitrary (evenly distributed) point corre-
spondences are the only assumption in our method, which is
well satisfied by four or more views. Amongst all models, the
best undistortion performance was achieved using PFM∗.

5. CONCLUSION

Instead of fitting a direct mapping function between the ob-
served distorted image coordinates and the desired distortion-
free image coordinates in a conventional way, a new formula-
tion of the undistortion model with an explicit consideration
of the imaging process is proposed in this paper. As demon-
strated for most of the commonly used undistortion functions,
it is feasible to estimate not only the undistortion parameters,
but also the two relevant intrinsic parameters, aspect ratio a
and skew factor s, which reveals the underestimated power
of image undistortion until now. Moreover, necessary proofs
for recovering the sought parameters are provided, which are
usually omitted in literature. The only assumption made for
our method is the arbitrary position of point correspondences
across multiple views. Therefore, if enough views or evenly
distributed point correspondences are available, good results
can be obtained. This was confirmed in our experiments as
the proposed method generally outperforms the conventional
methods if not less than four views are provided and an ap-
propriate undistortion function is selected. Even more inter-
estingly, our method predicted more reliable performance for
the polynomial function-based undistortion model if the de-
centering correction is discarded. This effect has been suc-
cessfully observed in experimental results and suggests our
proposed PFM∗ as the preferred model in practice.
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